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Abstract
Summary: Understanding biophysical phenomena from the approach of molecular simulation is becoming
the state-of-art in many research and technology development fields. Energy surfaces with more than
3 dimensions (2 coordinates and energy) are now computationally accessible, yet interpreting the
information they offer is not straightforward and the tasks involved very time-consuming. Here we present
MEPSAnd, an open source GUI-based program that natively calculates minimum energy paths across
energy surfaces of an arbitrary number of dimensions. In addition to the multidimensional analysis of
path through lowest barriers, MEPSAnd can also automatically calculate a finite series of suboptimal
paths. To allow the efficient interpretation of results, MEPSAnd offers three distinct plotting solutions: i)
energy profiles, ii) coordinate projections and iii) network projections. GUI-independent pipelines are also
supported via direct python scripting. Therefore, MEPSAnd is a powerful user friendly tool that streamlines
path-finding tasks on n-dimensional energy surfaces.
Availability: MEPSAnd is freely available (under GPLv3 license) at: http://bioweb.cbm.uam.es/software/MEPSAnd/
Contact: eduardo.lopez@ufv.es and pagomez@cbm.csic.es
Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction
The generation of multi-dimensional energy surfaces is becoming broadly
used to understand a wide range of biophysical phenomena. Previously, in
our lab, we developed a computational tool able to analyze 3D dimensional
surfaces (2 coordinates and energy) from a transition theory perspective
(Marcos-Alcalde et al., 2015). This program has been widely used since
its release in a variety of computational simulation areas, as Quantum
Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics (Mendieta-Moreno et al., 2016; MarcosAlcalde et al., 2017; Fritz et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019; Geronimo et al.,
2018), ligand/drug binding to protein structures (Yuan et al., 2018;
Duan et al., 2018; Banerjee et al., 2018), protein folding and protein
conformational variations (Shao and Zhu., 2019a,b; Shao et al., 2019;
Mondal and Reddy, 2019) or molecular dynamics in materials science
(Kachmar et al., 2017; Kachmar and Goddard., 2018). The program was

also included into a catalog of open source tools for molecular modeling
(Pirhadi et al., 2016).
Since, over the last years, obtaining n-dimensional surfaces is
becoming computationally accessible, an n-dimensional minimum energy
path-finding tool would facilitate the direct analysis of this kind of data
without the need for dimensional reduction techniques.
To tackle this issue we are introducing MEPSAnd, a GUI-based tool
for the analysis of n-dimensional energy surfaces from the transition state
theory perspective. MEPSAnd can calculate i) the path that passes through
the lowest energy barrier/s connecting two arbitrarily chosen points, ii) the
region of the surface that has to be sampled to reach those barriers and iii)
a series of alternative sub-optimal paths. To facilitate the interpretation
of this n-dimensional data, MEPSAnd also offers a range of plotting and
projection options.
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Automatic detection of alternative paths: The use of sequential
levels of abstraction during path-finding allows to efficiently propose
alternative paths via iterative truncation of the Global Network. After a
path is obtained, the edges connecting to the highest and latest barrier/s
are removed. Thus, in the next path-finding run, MEPSAnd is forced
to sample a different saddle-point. This way it can iteratively propose
increasingly sub-optimal paths until all connections between the origin
and target regions are finally removed.
Data projections to facilitate the visualization of n-dimensional
results: In order to provide interpretable representations of n-dimensional
results MEPSAnd offers three different plotting systems:
• Energy profile plots: representation of the energy evolution along a

given path (Fig. 1D).
• Coordinate projections: 2D and 3D projections of a path over sets of

coordinates chosen by the user (Fig. 1C).
• Network projections: customizable Gobal Network graphs over which

results can be plotted. GraphML exportation is supported.
Fig. 1. MEPSAnd overview. A: Algorithm steps to build the Surface Connectivity Network
and the Global Network. B: A 275684 points example 4D surface. Panels C, D and E are
native MEPSAnd representations of the resulting simplified minimum energy path from
origin (green) to target (red) points of this surface. C: Path projection over coordinates 0,
1 and 2 (i.e. in this case X, Y and Z). D: Path energy profile. E: Network projection of the
path over the Global Network representing barrier clusters as edges.

2 Features
Network-based connectivity (grid independent):
MEPSAnd
functionality relies on two networks representing two different levels of
abstraction: a Surface Connectivity Network and a Global Network (Fig.
1A). Surface Connectivity Network describes point-to-point connectivity
using a list of neighbors per point that is not directly dependent on
the number of dimensions. By default, MEPSAnd builds the Surface
Connectivity Network from a given n-dimensional surface via cutoffbased connectivity inference. Alternatively, the user may provide any
previously defined connectivity obtained by third party solutions. This
approach allows MEPSAnd to natively handle surfaces with an arbitrary
number of dimensions.
Global Network is computed over the Surface Connectivity Network,
abstracting the whole surface as a network of minima connected by
barriers. The Global Network computation consists on:
• Minima detection: minima in MEPSAnd can be single points or groups

of points with the same energy value. All of them are called minimum
clusters. A cluster is considered as a minimum cluster if none of its
constituent points has a neighbor with lower energy.
• Barrier detection: every minimum cluster is extended to any higher
energy point to which it is connected, until no more higher points can be
reached. This process is called minima propagation. The overlapping
regions between different minima propagations are used to define the
barrier clusters.
• Global Network building: using as vertices the previously defined
minimum and barrier clusters, the Global Network is built, in such
way that minimum clusters are only connected to barrier clusters and
vice versa.
Global Network-based path-finding: The new MEPSAnd algorithm
searches for the minimum energy path in two sequential steps. First, a
path is calculated over the Global Network rendering the visited pairs of
minimum and barrier clusters. Second, the paths connecting each of these
pairs are computed over the Surface Connectivity Network, yielding a set
of path fragments. Joining these path fragments, the minimum energy path
is finally reconstructed.

Other features: MEPSAnd offers a range of other feaures such as:
i) a computational performance that allows handling surfaces with more
than 1 million points in any average computer, ii) varying degrees of path
reduction including diagonal connectivity, iii) native support for periodic
coordinates (e.g. angles), iv) exhaustive sampling of minimum and barrier
plateaus, v) a session-based load/save system or vi) python scripting
environment to support GUI-independent pipelines. See Supplementary
Material for detailed information.

3 Implementation
MEPSAnd was implemented in Python 3 under an open-source GPLv3
license. The user interface has been built with tkinter standard python
GUI library. MEPSAnd depends on the following packages: numpy
(Van der Walt et al., 2011), pandas (McKinney, 2010), matplotlib
(Hunter, 2007), pyhton-igraph (Csardi and Nepusz, 2006), pycairo
(https://www.cairographics.org) and the Force Altas 2 (Jacomy et al.,
2014) python port (https://github.com/bhargavchippada/forceatlas2),
developed by Bhargav Chippada, of the Gephi (Bastian et al., 2009) Force
Atlas 2 implementation.
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